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INTRODUCTION

The great interest attaching to the history of the Jews

in Galilee in the first century is not, and .cannot be

satisfied by Josephus and the New Testament, the two
direct narrative sources at our disposal. Both have as

their central objects events which engross their whole'

attention ; and they therefore only very incidentally

throw light on important details of the inner life of

the community. The descriptions in modern writers

both of the Galilean Jews and of Galilean Judaism of

the first century are indeed vivid and complete; but

combination and imagination have played far too great

a part in their formation. Other information being so

scanty, the usefulness and importance of Rabbinic- litera,

ture have been of late increasingly recognized, and single

parallels are often quoted, if only as illustrations. It is

true that this Rabbinic material deals with or reflects the

conditions in Galilee in the first half of the second

century at 'the earliest, and it has been on this ground

refused illustrative force for the first century by some
scholars. Yet it should readily be admitted that popular

belief and religious customs, social conditions and abuses,

communal organization and the position of the ruling

classes, the average man and the violent noble, were

almost, if not wholly, the same in the second and first

centuries. And just all these points are fully and fairly

clearly illustrated in the Talmudic literature.

Not that there is a connected description or narrative

of a single point bearing upon the inner life of. the

Galilean Jews. But the various halakhic discussions

and decisions of the schools in Galilee reflect religious

needs and deficiencies, worse than the usual, which forced
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themselves upon the attention of the scholars of the

second century and were met by suggestions, well mean-

ing, though without legal force. And there are numerous

agadic statements and interpretations of the Bible, frag-

ments of sermons once delivered which dealt with moral

life and action in all those manifold forms which are not

subject to regulations by law, and which contained impres-

sive admonitions, rebukes forcible or comforting, serious

strictures on one section of the population, consolation

offered to another. They all reflect actual conditions of

life, suffering, resignation, resistance, power, violence and

extortion ; and if they be once recognized as reflection of

facts and their places and dates be determined, they prove

an abundant source of trustworthy information. They

may sometimes appear one-sided, exaggerated accounts by

teachers and preachers prejudiced against the men of

position and wealth. If so, they must be reduced to

their true value, but must not be altogether rejected

without examination.

Of the different classes of the Galilean Jewish popula-

tion it is the ruling classes who form the subject of this

essay, and of them only the leading and wealthy men

of Sepphoris. This city was the greatest of Galilee and

the centre of the Roman and of the autonomous adminis-

trations of the country, and therefore the seat of the

representatives of the Jewish community. Consequently

most of the incidental references of the rabbis in the

Talmud and Midrash to Galilean public life and its bear-

ing on the people concern in the first instance the

community of Sepphoris, whether its name is expressly

mentioned or not.' Before the year 136 information

is scanty, as Sepphoris had then only few rabbis ; but

between this year and the end of the second century

there Were rather more, and one of the latter, E. Jose b.

Halaftha, was a native of the city and his statements

deserve special attention. Towards the end of the second

century the central body of rabbis, the Beth-din, was



transferred under the patriarch R. Jehuda I to Sepphoris

and retained its seat there for OTer fifty years. The
Mishna was composed there, and several of the collections

of the Baraithas were made in the same city. Several

scholars not only studied, but lived, taught and preached

in Sepphoris itself, and their sermons and other state-

ments reflect the life and the struggles of the population

of that town and the ways ofdealing of the ruling classes.

But the subject of this investigation will not be their

policy and management of the internal administration

of the Roman province to the satisfaction of the Roman
governors after the death of Agrippa II. It will be con-

fined to the position of the leading and the wealthy men
within the Jewish community in their relations to the

Jewish population, which honoured them for their official

position, and in spite of their inveterate selfishness bore

with them for fear of their power and influence grounded
on the Roman support at their disposal. All this is

reflected in the Halakha and the Agada. As members
of the city council of Sepphoris, as judges, as representa-

tives of the Jewish community before the Roman govern-

ment and as Roman tax-collectors, the leaders of the

Jews exercised their power usually in the interest of their

own class, and rarely had the time or the sense of duty to

think of the needs of the people which they nominally

represented. They have left no record of their activity

;

and the same is the case with the people and those

from among their own midst who may have actually

represented them.

In the Talnvudic sources the rabbis of Galilee appear

as the voluntary advocates of the interests of the people.

In consequence of the terrible war of bar-Cochba and
the Hadrianic persecutions, the rabbis had settled in 'Usha

and several other places in Galilee. Living among the

people, they soon became acquainted with the ways in

which the nobles and the wealthy dealt with them. The
rabbis were themselves, as a rule, men of the people, and



as suoh were received by the ruling and landowning class

of the Galilean Jews with contempt. In the synagogues

and schools, where on the sabbaths and festivals all the

Jews assembled, the preachers waged war against the

political heads and the social leaders, their injustice

as judges, their egotism when acting as representatives

of the Jews, their persistent meanness in not supporting

the schools and scholars, their dishonesty in their private

dealings and their immorality. Of course, instead of

succeeding in improving this state of affairs, they incurred

the hatred of the classes which they criticized so fear-

lessly. As their strictures were apt to lessen the respect

in which the leaders and the wealthy were held by the

people, these not only continued to refuse to support the

scholars, but in order to avert the attack, themselves

took the offensive. This conflict between the wealthy

and influential heads of the community of Sepphoris

who were natives of the town, and the poor rabbis who
came from Judaea or from villages of Galilee, reveals

several points in the inner life of the Galilean Jewish
communities which have hitherto been unknown to

historians.' ••



No express data have been preserved about the organiza-

tion, of the Jewish community in Sepphoris in the second
and third centuries

; yet it may be confidently assumed
that it was the same as in all greater cities of Galilee.

The Talmudic material on the general organization of the

Jewish communities has been collected by Dr. Weinberg
in a series of articles.1 But little or no reference was
made by this writer to the political leaders, though the

Jewish community like the rest of the population must
have had representatives before the Boman government.

With these leaders, whether official or unofficial, this

chapter" will deal, as far as it is necessary for the due
appreciation of the communal organization and as far as

Talmudic sources give us an insight into actual conditions

in Sepphoris.
. .

I. With regard to the official class in Sepphoris the

vague title of Gedalim. (D'bna lit. the great ones) of the

city (cf. 2 Kings x. 6) is first to be pointed out. No
doubt the word denoted only one class of dignitaries

or leaders 2 in Sepphoris, as was the case in Kabul in

Galilee; 3 The title existed before 135 in Sepphoris,*.and
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was applied to two influential and very rich members
of the community ofJerusalem between the years 60-70,
who in another passage are quoted as Bouleutes, coun-
cillors.1 No doubt, the G-edolim were- influential men
in Galilee whose word had weight with the government

;

from them the Jewish scholars hoped for succour during
the merciless religious persecutions of the emperor
Hadrian. 2 To them the Roman government sent their
official letters, and as late as about the year 300 they
represented their city before a Roman delegate in matters
of taxes. 3 Probably they are identical with the Sim
ttpStoi (the first ten) of a city (e.g. those of Tiberias
mentioned by Josephus),4 whose main duty it was to

collect taxes and who were held responsible for the full

amount of the levy. A scholar about the year 300,
R. Isaac, knew a family in Sepphoris called bar-Levianus
which belonged to the G-edolim of the country (pun <!>nj)

and which may be identified with a family of Bouleutai
mentioned elsewhere as resident in Sepphoris.?

Another title is Gedol haD6r (inn £na lit. the great
of the generation). This designation characterizes its

bearer as one enjoying reputation transcending local

1 Genes, rabba, xlii. i : ben-SMth haKeaeth and Nakaimon b. Goryoa

Van, II, at, g-ntu, 33 ; Tila, 68 ; Schiirer, (,



limitations. Further, it is probable that, -while the title

denoted a special dignity or position in the community
or the country, it in no case implied scholarship. It

OCM IS Baraitha in an enumeration of the dignitaries

of the school, of the synagogue and of the community J
;

and the context shows that the Gedol haDor belonged

to neither of the first two categories, and must therefore

be one of several civil leaders of the Jewish com-
munity. "We find the same distinguished from scholars

in statements by teachers of the second half of the third

century in Sepphoris.2 They were so well known in

Galilee, that E. Simon b. Johai in a sermon could apply

to 'Elimelekh, Mahlon, and Khilion (Ruth i. 2) the same
title 3

; and an anonymous preacher ofthe second century

used it with reference to Joshua and the high priest

Eleazar (Syrih., 3 b). Another Tanna of the same time
describes 'Amram as Gedol haDor, Moses' father,, whose
example all the Israelites in Egypt are reported to have
followed (Sota, 12 a). A preacher about the year 300
applied the title to the leaders of the Jews and the non-

Jews in Persia in the times of Esther,4 and another speak-

ing of the non-Jewish prominent men of Abraham's time

uses the same title." From this it is evident that in the

two great Galilean cities, in Sepphoris and Tiberias, there



were Jews and non-Jews Gedole haDor. The majority

of tie political leaders -were no longer Jews as in the

times of Josephus, and therefore the few Jews who
occupied political positions were respected much more
than formerly.

' It must, .however, he stated that in some instances

scholars in the third and fourth centuries, as it seems

without any political position, were styled by rabbis

Gedole haD6r. "When about the middle of the third

century B. Joshua b. Levi defended his friend B. Hanina
b. Hama ofSepphoris before the people of this eity,and ac-

counted for the plague prevailing by the sins of the JeWs
in Sepphorisj R;~ Hanina said : What can the GedolS

haDor do, since the community is judged according to its

majority? • Thus E; Joshua b. Levi himselfis referred to

by the prophet Elijah in the same way (Pesiktha, 88 a,

136 a) ; and two scholars, explained by 'Abbai to have

been the patriarch E. Jehuda I and his friend B. Jacob

b. 'Aha, are quoted by the Babylonian authority Samuel
as Gedole haDor (Moed Katan, 22 b).

2 E. 'Assi of Tiberias

about the year 300 speaks of the officials of the temple of

Jerusalem under the same designation (jer. Pe'a, YIII, 7,

21 a, 28). It seems from a statement of E. Levi of about

the same date that members of the highest religious

body, usually called the elders, were designated by this

title.3

8 In Lev. ra&., ttt. 7, Pesiktha, 183 a, and parallels, K. Levi said : On the

lent the cnrp fast ; on this day all people fast. The political leaders
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Several contemporary scholars of Sepphoris in the first

half of the third century refer to the Gedolim,1 blaming
them for not consulting other people on important
matters,8 for not doing their duty,3 for being impatient
with the people,* and in the opposite sense, for yielding
to popular clamour.5 Once the people are reproached
with speaking of their Credolim in a disparaging way.6

A statement by a scholar of the end of the third century

who interprets the reproach against the great to refer to

the patriarch,7 would suggest that the blame levelled

against the great was. aimed at E. Jehuda II or HI and
his supporters. Forced by the heavy burdens imposed by
the Bomans during the continuous wars, this patriarch

seems to have sided, unlike his predecessors, with the
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political leaders of the Jewish, community, and to have
ignored the spiritual leaders, the teachers who aided with

the people. Our poor knowledge of the actual conditions

of Galilee in the middle of the third century hardly

enables us to interpret satisfactorily the complaints of

the scholars embodied in the statements quoted.1

Already in the second century we find some similar

strictures on the Gedolim. An anonymous statement

emphasizes the truth that all elders, Gedolim and pro-

phets alike 2 were bound to observe the commandments .

and this implies that such emphasis was necessitated

by actual conditions of the time.3 In singularly strong

terms E. Jehuda b. 'Il'ai, a leading member of the Beth-

din in 'Usha, blames the Gedolim of his time, applying to

them Deut. xxxii. 32, 33.* He calls them full of gall and
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poison, and calls the heads (B»t«n) cruel, without illus-

trating his charges. But other references will show that

it was in their capacity of collectors of taxes for the

Boman government and in their allotting the public

burdens imposed upon the community that they ex-

hibited so little sympathy with the less wealthy members
of the towns. Reference must be made also to the amri
just mentioned, a title given probably to the same leaders

of the community, but in all instances borrowed from the

Bible passages applied to them.1 They are on one hand the

representatives of the. Jews in times of distress, on the

other hand they do wrong and ought to have been

prevented from doing so by the influential scholars. 2

2. TVe find in a statement of the second century quoted

above (p. 9) that some of the G-edolim of the generation

were at the same time Parnese haDor (inn »djis Saba
bathra, 91 a, Tos. 'Aboda zara, IV, 4). It would be a great

mistake to identify this Parnas with the head of the

charity organization within the Jewish community. He
is connected with the political organization of the

precedence, the head or the elder? The elder, for there would be a
head if there were no elder. Moses in Deut. xxii. 10 mentions the head

in Sa6B,, 54 b, 55 a, using la. iii. 14, said : God will punish the elders fo

the heads will then protect them. They are clearly the political re



Galilean towns only, and his function is in no way to

be mistaken, for that of the Parnas frequently quoted,

in the Talmudie literature. A Parnas of the latter type;

was for instance R Eleazar b. Pedath in Sepphoris, but

he had nothing to do with, representing the Jews in

matters of government. On the other hand the fact that

Moses is. termed the Parnas of Israel to whom Joshua

succeeded in the same dignity, 1 and that the high .priest

'Eli 2 and King David 3 are given the same title, is

sufficient evidence that Parnas denoted the general leader

or leaders of the people and not merely the administrator

of charity. The comprehensive nature of the function of

these Parnasim is brought out in the tradition describing

Moses and David as offering their lives for Israel in their

capacity of Parnasim. They are in the same passage com-

pared to the Gedole
1

Israel who are held responsible for

their people.* Wo find E. Gamaliel II, the head of the
- Beth-din in Janmia, denominated Parnas of the genera-
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tion by R. Joshua b. Hananya, lis colleague,1 and simi-

larly -with his son and successor E. Simon b. Gamaliel II

in 'Usha, both the official representatives of Palestinian

Judaism in the first and second century respectively.

In the third century the patriarch Jehuda II is referred

to by the same title,
2 so that it is evident that these

leaders of the Jews were termed Parnasim. Their

position was hereditary for several centuries, and it is

probably with reference to them that a second-century

Halakha states that the dignity of Israel's Parnasim
(btn& <di-b) is inherited from father to son.3

The Parnasim of the generation were men of wealth

and were expected to assist their people in times of

famine.* And in fact we learn that the patriarch

[n KnOirab., i. r, § 4: 'Elimelefch

'
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E. Jehuda I in Sepphoris in years of drought opened

his stores and invited all scholars and even those

possessed only of some knowledge, to take food (Baba

bathra,8a,). He must have been one of the Parnasim, as

both his predecessors and his successor were, as we have
• seen. Now we find that the support of the poor in times

of famine was considered the duty of the Bouleutes.1

This would suggest that Parnas was sometimes used to

denote a member of the council of the city. Since these

councillors were considered the most important persons

of the population,2
it is not improbable that the compre-

hensive title ' Parnas ' was applied to them. Sepphoris

had Jewish . Bouleutai in the third century,3 and their

position is characterized by the fact that at the court

receptions of the patriarch they had the precedence 4
;

a. fact that at the same time points very strongly to the

high function of the patriarch as the official representa-

tive of the Palestinian Jews.

All these leading members of the Jewish community

in Sepphoris constituted the Jewish nobility in that city.

From several passages of the second century it seems

that there lived in Sepphoris members of the Jewish



royal family.1 The references to them are all incidental

and only mention some minor details of their luxurious

and easy life. 2 No traces of their relations to the Jewish

community have been preserved, and it is impossible to

state whether they weTe children of Agrippa II (according

to Sehfirer, I 3
, 600 he probably had none,) or distant

relatives of his.

3. Whether there was any intercourse between the

Jewish nobles of Sepphoris and the scholars, is not

reported expressly. But several teachers of the third

century criticize the haughty (nnn 'd:) in a manner which
suggests that the object of attack was -the political

leaders of the community. B. Hanina of Sepphoris said

(Synh. 98 a): The Messiah will not come ere the haughty
1 In 21m. Soto, III, 16, B. Jose b. Halaftha of Sepphoris said : 'Abshalom

doubtedly people of Tory high position, at h-a.,1 c<paal to 'Abshalom. They
could hare been either descendants of Agrippa 1

in Galilee, or members of a non-Jewish nobillly , Palestinian or Roman.
The parallel in Xazir, 5 a, runs : E. Jose says,

the author is Eabbi

;

may be said in the morning, E. Joshu;

it is the custom of princes to get up liird hour. Similarly

itter permission applies

Sabt., XIV, 4 : On the Sabbath princes may si

XVIII, fin., 160,70 : B. Simon b.Samalii Princesses may hide the

,80b, Eahh said: Jewish girls

> legal age, if poor, apply lime

as a depilatory, if rich, flour, princess*

introductory words clearly prove that the pri Messes were Jewesses.
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disappear from Israel. Since he does not give any further

description, it is not certain that he is referring to the

nobility; he may just as well be alluding to haughty

scholars. But the same rabbi said (Zebah., 102 a) : The
dignity given by God to a man is given to him also

for his children ; but haughtiness is the cause that God
humiliates him. This inclines one to the conclusion

that R. Hanina's attack is directed against the nobility

and not against teachers. For besides the dignity of the

patriarch no other hereditary position is known to have

been held by a scholar, whereas political leadership and
membership of the council depended on property and
wealth and was therefore hereditary. E. Hanina's re^

proaeh refers to an honorary position of this kind,

although he clearly characterizes it as one which for

some exceptional reason could be withdrawn.1 The
hereditary line of the patriarchs continued for a long

of Sepphoris in a long interpretation of Num.xxi.
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. time after E. Hanina in the same family, so that when
ie Tefers to the cessation in the hereditary dignity, he
cannot have alluded to the patriarchs; ience he must

iave had in mind ihe nobles in their official position,

These and similar strictures on the .Galilean nobility are

to be found only in the third century 1
; this indicates

that some changes in the relations between the leaders,

of the community and the teachers took place which
occasioned the complaints of the rabbis.

With even greater persistence scholars weTe assailed

when they exhibited any degree ofhaughtiness. Although

it was a rare case, yet it happened that the knowledge they

had acquired made teachers proud and their colleagues

had to suffer from their conceit. Already in the school of

Janmia or Lydda in E. 'Akiba's times there was occasion

to denounce this failing, 2 but in Sepphoris the complaint

is more persistent. Several scholars not only reprehend

it most emphatically, but also demand humility of

a student of the Torah as an indispensable quality.3

1 The only scholar ofthe end of the second century who deals with the

same failing of men, is, as far as I see, R. Simon b. Eleazar in Abolh R.

Hathan, IX, ai a b proa B. 8 ; for denunciation and
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glorifying humility and self-denial

generally and denouncing arrogance most strongly are

so numerous that it must have teen the public audience

•that required to be taught the lesson. The heads of the

Jewish community in Sepphoris looked down upon the

teachers, as will be seen later on, and the wealthy middle

class followed suit in considering the scholars below them.

The only weapon in the hands of the learned was to

preach humility and to denounce pride and haughti-

ness. The general results of their objective fight are

not known, though several details of the unequal struggle

have come down to us.



CHAPTER II

I. It may be assumed as very probable that the Jews
of Judaea and Galilee had autonomous courts of their own
after the complete dissolution of the Jewish state in the

year 70, and that they continued bringing their civil

cases before these Jewish courts.1 But very little is

known about these autonomous institutions. Only in-

cidental references in the Talmudic literature give

scanty information, and even those merely report occa-

sional decisions and judgments by individual rabbis in

their schools or by three scholars constituting a formal

court for that one occasion. 2 But it is not with these

that we have to deal in our investigations as to the

leaders of the community in Sepphoris, but with the

official Jewish judges, recognized by the Roman govern-

ment, whether their appointment was by the city or by
a Jewish authority. This is a point which to my know-
ledge has so far not been examined by historians, though

for the internal life of the Jewish community in Sep-

phoris and Galilee at large it is of no little moment.

The official judges were as a rule not scholars, but, in

accordance with the early organization of the Israelites

in biblical times, were the heads of the cities or towns,

i.e. the nobles. Their decisions and judgments were

therefore not based on Eabbinical law, which they had

* The data were collected by H. P.C
1899, XXXIX, 39-53.
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not learnt, but, in all probability, on precedent and

common sense. Before schools of rabbis existed in tie

Galilean cities, nobody questioned the principle from

which the nobles derived their judgments ; at most the

individual decision was considered unjust. When after

the war of bar-Cochba the school of Janmia was trans-

ferred to 'Usha and scholars settled in different towns

and places, especially in Sepphoris, the principles com-

menced to be examined by the rabbis and we suddenly

hear them complain of injustice in courts, admonishing

the judges from the pulpits to be just, and urging upon

their minds the importance of careful judgment. All

this information has to be derived from incidental

remarks the close and detailed examination of which

will therefore not be deemed superfluous.

2. Two scholars of the second half of the second

century are reported to have been in the service of the

Soman authorities in Galilee in some capacity or other,

E. Ishmael b. E. Jose and E. Eleazar b. E. Simon (Bala

mesia, 83 b). But the exact nature of their respective

positions it is difficult to state.1 Now we find E. Ishmael

also acting as judge, and as such he was extremely par-

ticular as to his judgments being in the slightest way
influenced by any personal considerations (Mdkkofh, 24 a).

Whether he was appointed as such by the Eoman
authorities, is not reported. One of his judgments is

incidentally quoted 8
: he assigned alimony to a woman

85 ft, Sriltz in 1884,



in the market of Sepphoris and the patriarch E. Jehuda I

disapproved of it. The way in which the patriarch

criticized the decision shows that B. Ishmael was not yet,

as later on, a member of B. Jehuda's school, and the

latter had no means of reversing the judgment. 1 This

happened when E. Ishmael was not yet a rabbi, but

a judge. The principle on which he based his decision

was evidently not the Eabbinioal law applied in the

schools of the rabbis. Again, the judgment was given

in the market. Although we could interpret this to

refer to the Basilica of the forum in Sepphoris, it is

certain that the rabbis would not have chosen this place

for their sitting. This, too, confirms the explanation

that E. Ishmael was a judge ofthe city ofSepphoris or of

the Soman government, giving judgment in the forum.2

E. Ishmael was the son of B. Jose b. Halaftha of Sep-

phoris and must have had a fair knowledge of Eabbinieal

law when he became a Eoman official and afterwards

a judge. His father had been his teacher, as the many
halakhio utterances quoted by E. Ishmael in E. Josh's

name show. Therefore when, in spite of this, the decision

of his quoted above differed essentially from the law

adopted by the central authority, we must assume that

either his own conviction forced him to differ from it, or

the law by which he had to judge was different from the

• Later on B. Ishmael completely submitted to the patriarch, Synh.,

i from giving judgment, fi
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Babbinical. 1 If he was in the Boman service, he cer-

tainly had to apply the Roman or the general. Palestinian

law. That some of the rabbis knew the Boman or the

Palestinian law even before the year 135 in the schools

of Judaea and later in Galilee, is evident from several

passages. When a Jew and a non-Jew brought a case

before E. Ishmael b. 'Elisha',he applied either the Jewish
or the non-Jewish law, whichever was most in favour of

the Jew. He appeased his scruples by referring to

Deut i. 16. E. Simon b. Gamaliel II said: This verse

does not justify that procedure ; and he applied that law
for which the parties asied him.2 The same non-Jewish
law we see referred to by B. Hiyya of Sepphoris, a friend

of E. Ishmael b. B. Jose, and by E. Hosha'ya, a scholar of

the first half of the third century who lived in Caesarea

and in Sepphoris. 3 It is possible that the Eoman govern-
ment conceded to the Jews the application of their

native civil law only 6n the condition that they should
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apply non-Jewish law in ease the parties desired to be

judged by it1 c

31 The Jewish judges in the second and third cen-

turies, whether appointed by the Soman officials or

in the service of the Jewish community,2 gave occasion

for very serious charges ofinjustice,the acceptance ofgifts

and other illegal practices. These charges deserve all the

. more credit and attention, as the two scholars, E. Ishmael

b. E. Jose and E. Eleazar b. E. Simon, who had been in

the Eoman service and the first of whom had been

a judge, use the strongest possible language concerning

the duties of judges. E. Ishmael said (Kethiib., 105 b):

"Woe to those who accept gifts! Since my due rent

brought to .me by my tenant-farmer impressed me so

favourably, how much more must those (judges) be

impressed by gifts who actually accept such ? E. Eleazar

has the following accusations against Jewish judges and

judgments (SynJi., 98 a): The Messiah will not come
before judges and executive officers have ceased in

Israel, as Isa. i. 26 says : I will restore thy judges as at

the first. And interpreting Isa. xiv. 5, he said (Sabb., 139 a)

:

1 The Lord has broken the staff of the wicked ' refers to

the judges who became a staff in support of their,ushers

;

( the sceptre of the rulers ' refers to the scholars in the

families of the judges. It would almost seem that

It. Eleazar meant, by these scholars, himself and other

teachers, of the same position, who were indispensable to

judges who owed their nomination only to their wealth

and their position in the community, but had not the

iar the grave required for comforting the mourners.
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knowledge requisite for their office. In addition the

judges had to depend on the guidance of their inferior

officials, who availed themselves of the ignorance of

their superiors and abused their helplessness for their

own interests.1 Another scholar of the same period,

B. Jose b. 'Elisha',2 said : When you see an age upon
which great visitations come, examine the judges in

Israel ; and God will not cause his presence to dwell

upon Israel, ere the judges and officers cease from
Israel. A fourth teacher of the school of the patriarch

B Jehuda I, viz. B. Simon b. Halaftha, said (Sota, 41b):
From the day on which the fist of flattering prevailed,

justice has become perverted and deeds have been con-

fused, and nobody can say to his fellow man : my deeds

are greater than yours. The reproach of this scholar

sees the main part of the evil in the dependence of the

judge on the influential people who, when parties to a
suit, rely on his favour ; proofs and facts are of no avail.3

4. The unworthy dealings of the Jewish judges were

attributed by the preachers in their usual way to Biblical

judges of reprehensible character, and therefore it is quite

justifiable to infer the actual state of affairs from such

Agadas. Different scholars level different reproaches

at the sons of the prophet Samuel as judges, reading into

I Sam. viii. 3, ' They turned aside after lucre ' their own •

experiences with contemporary judges.4 R Meir said

:

They asked their due with their mouths 5
; R Jehuda

1 R. Eleazar haKappar in Synh. ,7 b, discoursed : From the juxtaposition

of the laws of judgment in Exod. xxi, and the prohibition of having steps

leading up to the altar in Exod. xx. afi, the rule is to be derived : ' be

careful in giving judgment'
» BaraithainSato., 139 a. Probably identical with Jos8b. Saul in Nidcla,



said : They forced goods on private men ; E. 'Aiiba '. said

:

They iook with force an additional basket of tithes;

E. Jose said : They took with force priestly dues.2 The
most striking censure, namely that of E. Jehuda, of

forcing goods upon private people is proved to have been

a feet by the continuation of the statement of E. Simon
b. Halaftha quoted above a

: ' Since those increased in

number who forced goods upon private people, bribery

has spread and wresting of judgment, and good has >

ceased.' Judges who were wealthy fanners themselves

and wanted to sell their produce, forced merchants and
farmers to take and sell it when exporting their own.

To refuse to do so would have meant the loss of the

favour of the influential judge. In their capacity of

Aaronites they extorted tithes and dues of every kind,

leaving the farmer no free choice between the poor

Aaronite and the dangerous, revengeful judge. All this

fits in best with Galilean circumstances ; for here alone do

we know ofAaronites constituting a considerable portion

of the Jewish population, and of land-ownerswho exported

produce. This sad state ofjustice accounts for E. Nathan's

statement,4 that the judge who accepts gifts and wrests

judgment, will not leave this world before one of three

oe ; perhaps they asked
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things have overcome him : confusion in his knowledge

of the Torah, so that he will make mistakes in his

decisions, dependence on the support of other people, or

blindness. Praise had to be bestowed on a just judge.

To a judge who judges properly, and to collectors of

charity Daniel xii. 3 refers: 'And they that be wise,

shall shine as the brightness of the firmament.' 1 All

these passages reflect the very unsatisfactory state of the

Jewish courts in Sepphoris and in Galilee in the second

century.

No change for the better had as yet taken place in the

third century in the state of the law-courts in Sepphoris.

Moreover, even stronger reproaches were levelled against

the Jewish judges. K. Jonathan b. Eleazar, commenting

on the sons of the prophet Samuel as judges, said

(Sabb., 56 a): Unlike their father who went on circuit

to all places, they stayed at home in order to increase the

fees of their officials and scribes. Further he said

(Synh., 7 a) : A judge who gives proper judgment causes

God's presence to dwell upon Israel; by judging im-

properly he causes God's presence to leave Israel. From
a judge that takes away from one party and gives to

the other unjustly, God takes away the. soul. B. Johanan,

interpreting Eccl. ix. 16, said it refers to an elder who

teaches : ' Ye shall not respect persons in judgment,'



and does so himself; 'thou shalt take no gift,' and

does so himself; 'thou shalt not lend on interest,'

and does so himself.' This is undoubtedly taken from

actual life in Sepphoris or Tiberias, and reflects three

points in the private and the official dealings of the

judges. Yet the strongest accusation is that read by
B. Simon b. Lakish into Isaiah lix. 3: 'Your hands are

defiled with blood' refers to the judges; 'and your

fingers with iniquity ' refers to the scribes of the judges ;
'

' your lips have spoken lies ' refers to the lawyers ;
' and

your tongue has muttered perverseness ' refers to the

parties to the lawsuit (Sabb., 139 a). Even if exaggerated,

it reveals the corruption of the minds of all the people

who had any dealings with the judges in Sepphoris.

And though some might style these strictures generaliza-

tions of rabbis prejudiced on account of personal- ex-

periences, yet they remind us of similar censures by the
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prophets of the unjust and violent, selfish and unscrupulous

judges and nobles in ancient Israel and Judah.

5. From the judges, the strictures of the scholars

turned against those who were responsible for the selec-

tion and the appointment of such judges. According

to a passage of the second century, it seems that in

Galilee the nomination of the judges was then in the

hands of one man, and that in his choice of men for this

highly responsible position he was guided by considera-

tions of relationship and wealth and by similar grounds.1

In the third century B. Simon b. Lakish of Sepphoris

and Tiberias said : He who appoints an unjust judge is

as though he would plant an idolatrous tree. 2 In those

times it was the patriarch E Jehuda II or III who

appointed ignorant judges, and the scholars laughed

at them in public.3 This prerogative of appointing

judges he, no doubt, enjoyed with the consent of the

Eoman authorities. It seems that he was not the first

to possess this right, for we find that B. Jehuda I ap-

pointed rabbis as judges.4 Yet these hardly had the

1 SifrSVeut., 17: 'You shall not respect persons in judgments' (Dent.

lent' me money or E. knows many languages, I shall appoint him judge.

stico, he acquits the wicked and condemns the righteous,

nesa, but from ignorance. In Midrash Tanna'im on Deut i.

e passage differs in two respects : F. is rich, I shall appoint

him judge, p WOW COTirtw ! this is added, on the other hand Wtam

E. Jehuda I appointed judges at least fifty years hefor

« In jer. Jitam., XII, 13 a, 15, it is reported that ft



same rights as the judges in Sepphoris, and their judg-

ments did not have the same force as the decisions

of those appointed by the government or by the com-

munity.1 The material offered by the Talmudic literature

does not expressly state upon whom the authorities used

to confer the right of appointing Jewish judges before

the times of the patriarch Jehuda II 2
; but we can feel

certain that he was a Jew, because the rabbis would have

only felt justified in attacking a Jew for appointing un-

worthy men for judges.

6. Before the year 136 the Galilean Jews knew little

about Babbinical law, for there were only few schools

and a small number of scholars in Galilee. The political

leaders, as was shown, were at the same time the judges,

to the detriment of impartial justice. This state of affairs

continued, even after the war of bar-Cochba had caused

the transfer of the central school from Jamnia to 'TJsha

and rabbis had settled everywhere in Galilee. The
nobles took no notice of the presence of the scholars and

continued applying the rules and laws of their courts as

authpritips, alttjough
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heretofore. The rabbis, however, soon: got into touch

with the average man, won his confidence and were often

approached by Jewish litigants to decide their cases.1

They soon learnt of the anomalies prevailing in the

Galilean Jewish courts, and started an energetic warfare

against the procedure in them : and against the utter

ignoring of the later developments ofJewish law. They
easily discovered serious mistakes and great injustice in

the decisions of the Jewish judges. The frequent recurs

rence of judgments given in favour of the class of the

nobles only enhanced the moral strength of their cause.

A very characteristic incident shows a stage of transition

in the struggle carried on in Sepphoris. Two men came
before E. Jose b. Halaftha with a cause and made the

condition that he should judge them according to the law

of the Torah.2 R. Jos© replied :
' I do not know the

law of the Torah ; may God who knows your intentions,

punish you !

' It seems that they refused to submit tor

the law of the rabbis and requested to be judged by
biblical law, as though they were Saddueees. No doubt,'

the official judges in time took notice of the rabbis and

their teachings and applied their laws more carefully

and more judicially. Yet the constant denunciations

by the scholars down to the end of the third century
.

clearly show that they failed in bringing about an im-

provement of the system itself.3 It was too deeply rooted

not only in early usage, but also in the privileges of the

hereditary nobility. And since the Boman government

» See Chajes in Ram da titudei Juitet, XXXIX, 43 B.

This is explained in the Talmud to mean strict law, as opposed to equity.
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had a vital interest in protecting the wealthy for the

maintenance of the state, the moral strength of the rabbis

not being supported by equal -wealth, proved too weak
to displace the judges and the law of the nobility. They
incurred the hatred of the leading classes of the com-
munity and won only the confidence of the lower sections

of the population in Sepphoris.



CHAPTER III

THE WEALTHY MEMBERS OP THE JEWISH
COMMUNITY IN SEPPHORIS.

i. Thebe are no reports preserved of the number
of Jews living in Sepphoris in the second and third

centuries, nor any references to the wealth possessed by
the nobles with whose official position the preceding
chapters have dealt. Only incidentally a passing refer-

ence is made to the riches of one or two inhabitants

of Sepphoris ; but this offers no safe basis for further in-

ferences. It is reported that bar-Lufiani in Sepphoris
gave away his daughter to a man in 'Akko. For this

occasion he erected on the whole way from Sepphoris to

'Akko booths, in which wine was offered, and set up golden
lamps on both sides of the road.1 When the patriarch
R. Jehuda I was honouring one Bonias for his wealth,
R. Ishmael b. R. JosS of Sepphoris remarked that Bonias'
father owned a thousand ships on the sea and as many
villages on the land.2 When this Bonias, son of Bonias,3

came to visit the patriarch, the latter said : Make room
for the man of 100 minas ; then another man entered
and the patriarch said : Make room for the man of 200

in Sepphoris (p. 8) ; (Midraah haGadll on lev. j

'Irub., 86 a. The name exaggerated descri;

high priest Eleazar b. Btarsom in Jema, 35 b.
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minas. Bonias once sent to him a piece of linen which
cotild be put into a nutshell.1 This patriarch himself was
a very rich man, possessed of fields and of many hundreds

of cattle ; his house steward was said to have heen richer

than Shabur the Persian king.2 Apart from these few

very wealthy people, the important citizens of Sepphoris

consisted of landowners of smaller wealth. 3

2. The wealthy were often asked by the administrators

of charity to contribute to the support of the poor, and
it may be assumed that, as a rule, they responded to the

appeal. In connexion with such appeals we see them in

intercourse with scholars in synagogues and schools,4



since when appeals were required, they were from early-

times made in those public meeting-places, e.g. for re-

deeming captives, for marrying poor girls, especially

orphans, and for exceptional help to a poor individual.1

This was done, as a rule, on Sabbath, when all, rich and
poor, came to synagogue ; whereas on weekdays only few
came and among these hardly the wealthy. 2 Only ex-

ceptionally, when urgent need required speedy help, did

scholars appeal in their schools also on a weekday.3 Of

of the family indicate a man of high standing, since some leaders of the

community had foreign names, viz. Bonias b. Bonias in "Erub.
t 85 b,

bar-Levianus in Jftdlin, 87 a, bar-Lufiani in 'Esther rob., ii. 4, 3.
1 Tot. Baba bathm, Vin, 14 ; lbs. Thenana, 1, 10, prescribes concerning the

rights of a guardian of orphans to use the property of his pupils : rmD pa .

allowed to spend money on redeeming captives, nor must they promise in

the synagogue a contribution to charity on behalf of their pupils, these

being amounts not fixed in the Torah. In jer. Ztammai, III, 1, 33b, 33, in
'~

2. Shebiith, VII, 0. and Pe'a, IV, 16, with instructive
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course, the amount promised on a Sabbath, probably even

that promised on a weekday, was not paid on the spot

;

otherwise there would have arisen no occasion for com-
plaint that people did not pay the charity promised in

the synagogue.1

For we find a very strange complaint against the

wealthy people of Sepphoris. R. Johanan said : Rain
fails to come down on account of those who promise con-

tributions to charity in public and do not pay them. 2

And in a similar way his colleague E. Joshua b. Levi

denounces the same fault. It must have been an in-

assistance. B. Eliezer placed i higher seat than his

(Tpm nmu rrt jn»).
R. Hiyya b. 'Abba about the y

7,48a, 62) jamember
of the family bar-Selene who 1 a Iitra of gold ; for

his liberality E. Hiyya honou
gift makes room for

p. 17, emphasized this point, n the second edition

of his work, p. 208, the following : ' There can be

a custom in the times of the New Testament to

synagogue on Sabbath (Matt

ording to Philo {Lega

.:..'.

not been properly understood,

3 Ta'anith, 8 b. In jer. Ta'anith, III, 4, 66 c, ag, KidW«sfc., IV, 1,65 b, 76,

by side with the greatest sins

butions promised in public. B. Joshua b, Levi refe;rs Eccl, v. 1 ; * Suffer
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valerate sin and a part of the more comprehensive failure

of the Galilean Jews to keep their vows, too often and

too hastily uttered. For a Baraitha, remarkable for several

details, levels the same reproach against an earlier genera-

tion.1 It runs: 'For four reasons are the properties

of landowners handed over to the Roman government

:

because they retain for a long time bonds which have

been paid, because they lend money on interest, because

they did not prevent things to prevent which they had

the means, and because they promise contributions to

charity in public and do not pay them. And for four

reasons the properties of landowners pass to the Roman
treasury : because they defer paying the wages to hired

people, because they withhold their wages of hired

people, because they remove the yoke from their own
necks and shift it on to their fellow men, and for haughti-

ness ; and this last sin is the heaviest of all.' Here the

persons neglecting to pay their contributions to charity,

promised in synagogues, are explicitly called landowners
.

(b'nl 'fysa). As will be shown presently, those of the

two great cities of Galilee, of Sepphoris and Tiberias,

are meant in the first instance. The preachers of the

synagogues, who had no means whatever' to exact from

them the money promised to charity, accounted, in the

usual way of the prophets and the Agadists, for the con-

fiscations of the property of the landowners by their

failure to fulfil their promises. 2
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3. To exonerate partly at least the rich landowners

of Sepphoris, we must point out the heavy burdens which
the Roman system of taxes imposed upon them. They
were one of the two sections of wealthy citizens who
were held responsible by the Roman government in the

second and third centuries for the full amount of the

different public burdens. 1 These two classes were known
in Palestine as the Boule and Strategia (corresponding

to the Curiae elsewhere in the Roman empire), and are

mentioned incidentally in connexion with an extraordin-

ary levy in Tiberias about the year 200.2 Crown money
was once imposed by the emperor upon the Boule and the

and Rabbi decided that each section had
a half of the amount required. Such taxes had

to be raised by the members of the constituted body
of the wealthy citizens among themselves and among
the people of some, though lesser, means. The taxes must
have been very heavy, especially in the middle of the

third century, when R. Johanan advised people to flee

when nominated for the Boule 3
; because it was intended

>rt brought

he Babylonian schools
;
(the diffei
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by the Romans not as an honour, but as the means to

make its bearer undertake duties for the empire involving

heavy costs. 1 It was the emperors Septimius Severus

(193-211) and Caraoalla (211-217) who bestowed upon
the Jews the right and at the same time the duty of

holding honorary offices, as far as their religious life was
not interfered with. 2 The complaints of the Jewish

scholars therefore belong to the third century.3
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The Roman officials living among the Jews of Sep-

phoris, Tiberias and other towns of Galilee 1 soon

found out the wealthy, and were unscrupulous in laying

hold on them. People did their utmost not to betray

their wealth, and the preachers cautioned their audience

not to draw the attention of the Eoman officials to other

people's means.2 Fines of every kind were imposed and
sudden raids were made 3 on some pretext or other, and
there was no way of escaping them ; and all this was done

quoted by Levy in Nsuhebr. Worterhich, s.v. >oi that it happened to

R. Johanan b. Zakkai, matters nothing as to the point at issue). B. Joshua

patriarch in Sepphoris asked B. Simon b. Lakish to pray for him that the

thereof to their hurt,' and E. Maria replied : When the goTernment

3f Sepphoris in



in the form of strict justice.1 Bribes were offered by the

Jews and accepted by the officials without hesitation,

but proved of no avail.' And when taxes, regular or

extraordinary, were imposed, the representatives of the

government were merciless in exacting them from the

landowners 3
; and the members of the Boule who were

held responsible for the amount fixed, had to fear for their

property and also for their lives. In order to lighten their

own share, the wealthy landowners, when apportioning

these burdens to each of the taxpayers, put more than a

fair, share on the less wealthy inhabitants and even on
the poor, as the Baraitha quoted explicitly states and the

parallel passage clearly extends their wrongdoing to the

most wretched poor.4 Nobody had the power to check
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the arbitrary allotting of the taxes, and whosoever had

the courage to offer resistance was threatened with

denunciation to the Roman authorities.1 The preachers

only had the courage to denounce these unjust dealings in

the synagogues and openly called the wealthy ' men of the

arm', i.e. of violence.2 They tried to relieve by their

strong words the burden of the poor, but succeeded only

in incurring the hatred of the landowners and the other

leaders of the community.

4. . "We find that the rabbis of the second century in

several instances speak of robbers and violent men
(pSOBnm p^H"). They disqualify them for judges and

witnesses,3 and institute special laws in order to guard

the property of the weaker against their violence.4

drag others with them, and the duties saved by attributing the ownership

ids have gone down and the people ofthe arm and of the tongue

not against the Romans, but against thi
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Nothing -was safe from them and they intruded even
into the privacy of the family, as a very characteristic

statement of B. Meir implies: God has given to each

individual a different face and voice and different thoughts

in order to protect his wife and his property from violent

men and from robbers. 1 An anonymous Baraitha says

:

Why was only one man created first and not two?
Because of the violent men and the robbers (Tos.

Synh., Till, 4). Who these men were can be gathered

from the power attributed to them in the passages

quoted ; but also from the fact that robbers of this kind

are mentioned together with moneylenders,2 which proves

them to have been wealthy people. 3 R. Simon b. Rabbi
in the beginning of the third century in Sepphoris once

preached about the robbers and explained that the re-

ward for abstaining from robbery extends over several

generations.4 This exaggeration clearly shows that the

vice was frequently practised, and the prospects of great

reward were considered by the preacher to be an induce-

ment for those concerned to give up the practice.

"What the Rabbis denounced in Sepphoris as violence

(Don) can be inferred from their comments on the

violence of the generation of the flood. R. Hanina

said 5
: 'The earth was full of violence' (Gen. vi. 13)
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means, they committed no real robbery, but were guilty of

cunning illegal appropriation of other people's property in

small quantities, which could not be qualified as robbery

and therefore not be punished by the courts. This full

description of imaginary dealings indicates that

R. Hanina thereby fought against similar abuses in

Sepphoris. His colleague B. Johanan dealt with the

same points with very great emphasis. He said : Come
and see how heavy a sin violence is j although the

generation of the flood had committed all kinds of sins,

the sentence was passed on them only after they had

stretched out their hands after robbery (Syrih., 108 a).

When God punishes, he punishes in the first instance

for the violent appropriation of other people's property.

Imagine a vessel full of sin, robbery in it is the one

which causes the accusation.1 The prophet Ezekiel

enumerated 24 sins, but he selected robbery to conclude

therewith his strictures.2 And the same point is em-
phasized by It. Simon b. Johai of the middle of the second

century. He blamed the robbers and the violent men in

several of his sayings, as shown above, and in another

statement of his : How particular the Torah was as to

robbery, can be gauged from the fact that Deut. xsiii. 26
found it necessary to condemn people for ' moving the

sickle ' ; for the generation of the flood perished only on
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account of robbery.1 And he makes God say: My chil-

dren should learn from me to refrain from robbery
(SuMa, 30 a). It was naturally only the weak and
poorer class that suffered from the dishonest dealings
of the wealthy ; they were powerless when confronted
with the selfishness of the powerful and had to refrain
from reproaches or complaints. And again the rabbis
stepped in, fearlessly denouncing the moral sin of dis-

honesty coupled with violence and abuse of power, and
exposing themselves to the hatred of the ruling class in
Sepphoris.

5. But a much more serious charge was brought by the
scholars against the same people,2

viz. immoral life.

It was mainly the population of Sepphoris which was
censured on account of their unchastity. When once
a plague killed many people in Sepphoris and the Jewish
inhabitants complained about it to B. Hanina, he ex-
plained to them that the pestilence was due to their

sins, there being in their midst many Zimris.3 That he
referred to their immorality, may be concluded from
another statement of his about a pestilence: Once in
60 or 70 years God sends a plague which carries off from
Israel all bastards ; but along with them also some blame-
less persons, in order that the disgrace of the bastards
should not be revealed.* B. Simlai, a disciple of
B. Hanina, perhaps with reference to the same pestilence
in Sepphoris, said : Where there is immorality, a plague
comes upon people, carrying off good and bad.5 That
such was the moral state of Sepphoris, is confirmed by
earlier reports concerning some changes introduced
by B. Jose b. Halaftha when settling shortly after the
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year 135 in Sepphoris as a rabbi. 1 His colleague

E. Simon b. Gamaliel, who for a time at least lived in

Sepphoris, states that (even the observant) Jews observe

only unwillingly such commandments as they have

once accepted under protest; for instance, the laws of

chastity (Sabb., 130 a). Several scholars of Sepphoris, all

belonging to the school of E. Jehuda I about the year

200, discuss the importance of the prohibition of lewd-

ness. B. Ishmael b. E. Jose said: When the Israelites

indulge in lewdness, God's presence leaves them.2 Bar-

Kappara said : God forgives everything except lewdness. 3

In a sermon dealing with several weak points of Ms
generation he declared: Four merits made Israel in

Egypt worthy of redemption: they had not changed

their names or their language, they were not informers

or lewd.4 An anonymous Baraitha says: God praises

every day in a loud voice the single man who, in spite

of his living in a city, is not lewd. 5 E. Simon b. Eabbi

expressly stated by Rabh in Kethub,, 15 a, jer. I, 10, 25 d, 37.
" Aiafh B. Natlum , XXXVIII, 58 a, Num. rat,., vii. 9 ; SifrS Dad., 354, s58.

rarfon and learnt that they lived an
Eleazar b. K. Simon in his capacity

Jew put in prison (Baba mesfa, 83 b).



explained in a sermon that abstaining from robbery and

lewdness will be rewarded for many generations. 1

Several sayings indicate that the rabbis had to fight

even adultery.2

6. None of all these references points conclusively to

the higher classes in Sepphoris and it may be that they

concern the lower strata of the population only ; although

bar-Kappara's reproaches concerning the changes of

names and language tend to prove that the censure

for lewdness in the same sentence aims at the wealthy

and not at the poor. And in this connexion it must be

pointed out that the non-Jewish population of Sepphoris

exhibited instances of extreme licentiousness and in-

cest.3 And their low state of morality hardly tended

to raise the standard of Jewish life in those sections

s

Si/re Den! , a86. p. ia5 a ; MakMh, III, 15.

interpreting E

thy daughter is mature,

free thy slave

a union in Sepphoris identical with the Holy Congregation (see my Priester

40). K. Hanina said (Baba mexCa, 58 b): for three sins

ime a man in public and for usin

not escape hell, even if he has the

l (Ber<tkh., 56 b, Jer, Ma'aser

sftsni,IV,9,55l>,58,:
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of the population to -which our material refers.1 Up to

the year 136 there was hardly anybody in Sepphoris who
would care to give his attention to the task of raising the

low morality of the average man. There were indeed

very few teachers at all in Galilee before 135 ; and even

as to these it is not reported that they attended to this

matter, nor is any statement of theirs preserved from

which it might be concluded that they did so. Only after

the year 136, when E. Jose b. Halaftha returned from the

school in Jamnia to his home in Sepphoris and a school

was founded there, did the state of morality force itself

upon the attention of E. Jose and his colleagues. They
had to do their utmost to protect the schools from the

poison ; and we may assume that, by constantly censuring

immorality and praising a pure life, they succeeded in

many Cases in educating the moral sense. But their un-

ceasing fight contributed little towards their winning the

sympathy and friendship of the influential and wealthy

people of Sepphoris.

;y is reported by R. Hairina in 'Aboda sara,



CHAPTER IV

I. The accusations brought against the leaders and the

wealthy people of Sepphoris by scholars were, naturally,

not left without answer. Not that they were simply

denied, this was probably quite impossible ; but they

were, as far as the circumstances allowed, turned upon

the scholars. First, all doings of the rabbis were criti-

cized,1 and they were suspected of the same vices of which

they accused others, viz. of immorality and dishonesty.

This is implied by a statement of 'Isi b. Jehuda of the

second century in Galilee who said: Why do scholars die

young 1 Not for adultery, nor for robbery, but because

they do not regard themselves, or (according to the

parallel) because they interrupt the study of the Torah

and occupy themselves with talk.2 That the same

aspersions were made in Sepphoris also, follows with

great probability from complaints attributed by E. Jona-

than b. Eleazar to Moses in an Agadic interpretation

of Numb. xvi. 4 :
' When Moses heard it, he fell upon his



face,' for he heard himself suspected of adultery.1 And
B. Eleazar b. Pedath reads into Jer. xviii. 22, 'they have
dug a pit to catch me/ the complaints of the prophet

that he was suspected of adultery.2 The interpretation

was in neither case suggested by the wording of the

verses, since in the second instance there is not even
the ambiguity of expression as in Ps. evi. 16 a about

Moses. It was suggested by actual charges against

scholars by people of Sepphoris and of Galilee in general.

There may have been some younger scholars who, for-

getting for a moment their position and their moral

obligations, yielded to their sensual passions, as is im-

plied by the warning of the school of B. Ishmael. 3

A member of this said: "When you see a scholar

committing a sin at night, do not think badly of him
next day, as he may have repented in the meantime.

But it is necessary and only fair to add that such students

were rare exceptions.4 There were temptations lurking

on all sides, especially from non-Jewish women of high
standing,' and an anonymous Baraitha praises those who •

prevail over temptations.6 The same school ofB. Ishmael

recommended to the scholars continuous study of the

Torah as remedy for lust.7 To satisfy sensuous desires,

was considered a desecration of God's name, asB. Hanina
of Sepphoris said with reference to immorality: 8 It is

better to commit a sin in secret than desecrate the name
of God in public. The school of B. Jannai taught • that

desecration of God's name is caused by a scholar who
is ill reputed, so that his fellow students have to be

• Kiddush., 39 b, 40 a.
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ashamdd of him. And a prayer recommended by the

same school for the morning after awakening 1 refers

to the same kind of scholars. It runs : Give us a humble

mind and a humble spirit ; may thy name not become

desecrated by us and make us not the talk of alL On
account of such occurrences of immorality R. Hanina

taught 2
: 'The fear of God is pure" (Ps. xix. 10) refers

to one who studies the Torah in purity, having married

first and studying afterwards. And his colleague in

Sepphoris, B. Jonathan b. Eleazar, explained the pure

offering of Mai; i. n in the same sense.3 In order

to remove every occasion for suspicion of immorality,

a teacher in an anonymous Baraitha 4 strongly advised

the students, among other rules of conduct, to refrain

from several minor points in everyday life. He said:

Six things are considered a disgrace in the case of

a scholar : he should not go in the street perfumed, nor

go out alone at night, nor go out in patched shoes, nor

speak in the street to a woman,5 nor take part in the

meal of an 'Amha'ares and not come last to the school

;

some added : not walk with an erect stature. Such pre-

cautions were necessary, because if a case of immoral

8 Mmali., noa. Cf. Tosafoth to Kiddush.,agb. Theschoolof

years is fixed as the age ofmarriage for scholars.

£d*>r.,VI, lo,Kiddash.,agb, said: The duty to study the Torar,
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conduct of a scholar became known, the people of "Sep,

phoris were eager' to spread the news and to generalize

as to the character of the scholars.

2. The attitude of the Jewish population of Sepphoris

towards the scholars betrayed itself on a very sad occa-

sion.1 There was once about the middle of the third

century a pestilence in this city which caused a great loss

of life, but did not invade the street where E Hanina
lived. The people of Sepphoris said : Wnat is the matter

with this scholar? Although he lives among us, he and
his neighbourhood are well, whilst the town is suffering;

E. Hanina came out and addressed them : One single

Zimri lived in his generation and yet he caused the death

of twenty thousand people ; how many Zimris are there

in our generation and yet you complain ? E. Hanina
was a native of Sepphoris and, being probably one of the

very few scholars born here, was already in the times

of the patriarch R. Jehuda I called the man of Sepphoris

by his Own people.2 There could therefore be no sus-

picion of strained personal relations between the Jewish
population and E. Hanina, and the tone which they

adopted towards him clearly shows their general feeling

towards the scholars. The same- is shown by another

incident reported in the same place where they implied

that the rabbi was either an egotist in protecting only

himself against the plague, or incapable of obtaining

mercy for his city by his prayer. Once a drought pre-

vailed and a fast for rain was necessitated; E. Hanina
ordered a public fast (and prayed), but rain failed to come
down. E. Joshua b. Levi's fast in the Darom was
successful. Hearing of this the people of Sepphoris said :

B. Joshua b. Levi brings rain to the men of the Darom,'

but E. Hanina keeps it off the men of Sepphoris. When

, ' Jar. Ta'anith, III, 4,66 c, 45 ;
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another occasion arose for a public fast, the people

of Sepphoris invited E. Joshua b. Levi to pray for them

;

but he asked E. Hanina to join him. "When even the

joint prayers of both scholars proved of no avail,

E. Joshua stepped forth and said to the assembly: 'It

is not E. Joshua who brought down rain to the people

of the Darom, nor has E. Hanina kept off the rain from
the people of Sepphoris f but the hearts of the men of the

Darom are tender and, on hearing words of the Torah,1

they humiliate themselves, whereas the hearts of. the

men of Sepphoris are hard and, on hearing the words
of the Torah, they do not humiliate themselves.' It.was

only in times of distress that they thought of the rabbi

in their midst, expecting him to relieve them from their

troubles ; and if he disappointed them in their hopes,

they abused him.

They were not concerned at or grieved by the death

Of a scholar and had no tears for him, as can be seen

from some observations of teachers of Sepphoris. Bar-

Kappara said : God counts and accumulates in his stores

'
l It means words of reprimand based on interpretation of the Bible,

:n Tesiktha, 136 b, we find tt

'
j's egg. This sceptic on

shipwrecked, was shown in a miracu!

ifmy eyes had not

75 a, in the same story, it is told of a disciple of K. JoJianan.) In Seder

•Olam, III, the Baraitha in Roth haShana, 17 a, Tta. S-jiih., XIII, 5, on

apostates and traitors is enlarged by the addition, among other persons,
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the tears of him who sheds them for a pious man.

And an anonymous Baraitha said : "Why do the sons and .

daughters of some die young? In order that they should

weep and mourn for a righteous man (who dies at the

same time) ; whoever weeps for a righteous man will be

forgiven all his sins on account of the honour which

he has paid. E. Johanan said : All who show neglect at

the mourning for a scholar do not live long.1 E. Joshua

b. Levi in a sermon emphasized the same duty.2 He
said : We do not find elsewhere in the Bible the name
Har-Ga'ash where, according to Joshua xxiv. 30, Joshua

was buried. The name indicates that the- Israelites proved

neglectful in paying due honour to the deceased leader;

every one was engaged in his work and had no time for

taking part in Joshua's funeral. Therefore God decided

to shake the earth over its inhabitants. "When Samuel

died, the whole of Israel gathered together to mourn for

him (i Sam. xxv. 1) in accordance with the proverb 1 He
who was bitten by a serpent, is afraid even of a rope.

This forcible bit of imaginative Agada proves that the

Jews of Galilee, and especially those of Sepphoris, had no

respect for the scholars in their- midst. An. anonymous

Baraitha 3 indicates a case of neglect in- paying due

honour even to a leading member of the central Beth-din

in Galilee at his funeral ; and an eclipse of the sun coin-

ciding with this occurrence is accounted for by the lack

of esteem for tho great man. And even if the Jews

came to join in the funeral of a scholar, they always

found something for which to blame the deceased; for

B. Joshua b. Levi said : * Whoever speaks evil behind

the bier of a scholar will fall into helL What they were

saying of the teachers is not mentioned, but will be sug-

gested by some passages to be quoted later on.
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3. These people not only slighted, but also felt con-

tempt and even hatred for the scholars; and again it

is in the first instance Sepphoris where the rabbis were

treated in that way, as an utterance of E Hanina and

Kabh proves. They define an epicurean as one who
contemns a scholar.1 A private prayer said every morn-

ing by E. Eleazar b. Pedath of Sepphoris 2 reflects the

feeling prevailing in this place between the Jewish

population and the scholars. It runs :
' May it be thy

will, O Lord, my God and God of my fathers, that

hatred against us may not enter anybody's heart, nor

hatred against anybody our hearts, and that envy of

us may not enter anybody's heart, nor envy of others

our hearts, and that thy Torah may be our occupation

through all our lives, and that our words may be prayers

before thee.' And a contemporary of E. Eleazar in

Sepphoris, E. Isaac b. Marion, 3 said : He who is insolent

to scholars and to great men of the generation, is like

him who is insolent to a king (2 Sam. xx. 21). This

statement can be fully understood only as the reflection

of not unfrequent occurrences which the rabbis denounced

in their sermons, since they had no other means to meet

them. It must have been soon after the settling of the

schools in Galilee that the teachers experienced such

treatment ; for we find that the great assembly ofscholars

in 'Usha discussed and adopted a law as to the fine of one

who offends a scholar and strikes him.*
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Also E. Meir, a leading scholar of the B§th-din of

'Usha, had, when temporarily staying in Sepphoris, to

experience the slighting criticism of the people. The
reason for it is nowhere suggested • ; only the defence

of E. Meir by E. JosS b. Halaftha of Sepphoris that

he was a great, saint and chaste man, implies serious

allegations or suspicions advanced against bim and his

character. Also E. Jose's other statement 2 that those

who hate the scholars and their disciples, the false

prophets and the calumniators will have no share in the

world to come, indicates very strong feelings against

the teachers of his town. And an anonymous saying

of the second century 3 reads freely into the wording
of the Bible experiences of the time of the author, and
derives from the sequence of verses the principle : he who
does not learn (the Torah) or practise it and despises

others (who do so), will in the end hate the scholars. It

also seems very probable that the urgent warnings by
rabbis of the second century in Galilee concerning un-

founded hatred mean the hatred against scholars*
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4* The people of Sepphoris who exhibited contempt
and hatred of the scholars, were undoubtedly the un-

learned, the same whom the rabbis of Galilee called

'Amha'ares. Of these an anonymous Baraitha of the

second century expressly states 1 that they hate the

scholars more than the non-Jews hate the Jews, and that

their wives' hatred is even greater than theirs. Natur-

ally the rabbis reciprocated the feeling ; but it found

expression only in burlesque exaggerations addressed to

scholars, which betrayed their incapacity of doing harm
and, I think, the insincerity of their hatred. B. Johanan

of Sepphoris said 1
: An 'Amha'ares may be rent like

a fish. Similarly his colleague R. Eleazar b. Pedath:

An 'Amha'ares may be stabbed on the day of Atonement
which falls on a Sabbath. Do not travel in the company
of an 'Amha'ares; he takes no care of his own life, how
much less of the life of somebody else. B. Eleazar

further said 2
: Upon one who has no knowledge, you

must have no compassion ; whoever gives his bread to

a man of no knowledge, will be visited by chastisement.

The 'Amha'ares 3 will not participate in the resurrection

(Isa. xxvi. 14). "When B. Eleazar noticed that B. Johanan
was grieved by this statement, he added : Master, I have

• found in the Bible a remedy for the 'Amha'ares, that they

should support the scholars. About sixty years before

these two teachers, the patriarchB Jehuda I in Sepphoris

said :
* God's punishment comes upon the world only on

account of the 'Amha'ares. Only such as study Torah

should eat meat ; but it is forbidden to those who do not

study it.5 There was once a famine, and the patriarch

when opening all his stores of victuals to the people

announced : Those who know Bible or Mishna or Talmud
or Halakha or Haggada, may enter, but the 'Amha'ares
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shall not enter. One of his disciples, pretending to be
an 'Amha'ares, asked for assistance, in order to prove

to his master the injustice of this measure.1 And his

contemporary bar-Kappara, who studied, preached and
lived in Sepphoris for a time, said : Prohibit to thyself,

by vow, intercourse with him who has no share in the

study of Bible, or Mishna or culture, for to him apply

the words in Psalm i. I, ' Happy is he who does not sit in

the seats of scoffers.' 2

*
5. The strained relations between the Jewish popula-

tion and the scholars account for two occurrences of

haughty and harsh demeanour on the part of two scholars.

E. Simon b. Eleazar 3 came slowly riding on an ass along

the sea-shore from Migdal-'Ederfrom his teacher's school

;

he was in high spirits and very proud of his learning.

A very ugly man met him and saluted him; but the

scholar did not return the greeting, but said instead:

Beka, how ugly are you ! Are all the inhabitants of your
town as ugly as you ? The man replied : I do not know,
but go and tell the Master who formed me how ugly the

vessel is which he made. The scholar, now aware of his

sin, alighted from the ass, fell down at the man's feet

and begged him to pardon and to forgive him. Yet the

man said : I will not forgive you, unless you go to the

Master who' made me, and tell him how ugly the vessel is
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which he made. He followed the scholar to his town,
where the people came out to meet E. Simon b. Eleazar,

and they greeted him : Peace be with you, Babbi, master,

master ! The man interposed : If this is a master, may
such not increase in Israel ! When he told his case, the
people asked him to forgive the scholar; and he did
so only for the sake of the people. R. Simon then went
to the school and taught : one should always be soft like

the reed and not unbending like the cedar ; that is why
the reed was distinguished and used for a pen to write
therewith scrolls of the Torah, Tefillin and Mezuzas.
E. Jannai of Sepphoris ' once met in the street a man

whom on account of his neat dress he thought a scholar
and invited him to his house; the man accepted the
invitation. After dinnerE Jannai tested his knowledge
of Bible, Mishna, Agada, Talmud, all in vain, for the
stranger had no knowledge whatever. When asked to

say grace and he refused to do so, E. Jannai called him
a dog. The man got up, seized the scholar and said

:

You withholdmy inheritance ! When the scholar inquired
what it was, the stranger said : According to Deut. xxxiii.

4, a verse which I have heard children say in a school, the
Torah is not Jannai's, but every Jew's property. And
then he went on explaining to E. Jannai that he had
never repeated to the slandered man any calumny he
heard, and never had seen people quarrelling without
having made peace between them. Then E. Jannai
said : You have so high a moral sense and I called you
dog; great is your merit

!

In both eases the man, although ignorant, has a sound,
moral mind and insists on his superiority of character,

and after persisting is acknowledged to be in the right.

The scholars admit the wrong which they have inflicted

upon common, ignorant men, and willingly recognize the
good qualities of their opponents. The attitude of the
rabbis suggests that such qualities were, as a rule, not
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expected to exist in the average man of Sepphoris and

other parts of Galilee. And the first stage of the conflict

clearly shows that there was no intercourse between

rabbis and the people, and that the scholars despised

the 'Amha'ares, obviously in return for the hatred ex-

hibited by the wealthy against them.

. 6. There were to the minds of the scholars themselves

other reasons why they were criticized, why little respect

was felt for them and why they failed to win the people

at large for scholarship and religious observance. Several

incidental sentences of leading scholars indicate that

there were in Sepphoris members of the schools who gave

offence by not observing the laws taught or learnt by

them. The patriarch B. Jehuda I asked B. Besal'el:

Did Hosea,in ii. 7, mean to say that our mother Sarah was

aharloU.B. Besal'el replied: God forbid; it only implies

that the words-ofthe Torah become despicable like a harlot

in the eyes of an 'Amha'ares, when their possessors (i. e.

the scholars) despise the Torah.' A friend of the. same

patriarch, R. Simon b. Halaftha, said s The punishment

of one who has learnt the Torah and. does not observe it,

is heavier than that of one who has not learnt anything.2

Another colleague of E. Jehuda I, E. Hiyya, said : For

him who learns without the intention to practise the

law, it would have been better that he should not have

been created.3 And in the generation preceding that of
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the patriarch, E. Ishmael b. E. Johanan b. Beroka said

:

He who learns with the view to teach, to him the means
will be vouchsafed both to learn and to teach ; but he
who learns in order to practise, to him the means, will be

vouchsafed to learn and to teach, to observe and to

practise.1 And in the first half of the third century two
teachers of Sepphoris point to the contradiction between
study and practice in the lives of students.8 E Jonathan

b. Eleazar called out: "Woe to the scholars who study

the Torah and have no fear of God in them ! And
E. Jannai said with reference to such students: Woe
to him who has no dwelling and makes a gate to a
dwelling

!

3 The predominance of mere study of the

Torah unattended by fear of God and pious deeds was

the cause of E. Jannai's outburst ; it must have been
occasioned by the actual state of affairs in the schools of

his time. And his pupil E Johanan said : For him who
learns without practising the Torah, it would be better

that he had died before his birth.4 He who endangers

his teaching by doing things which contradict it, is

poor.5 If the teacher (in his conduct) is like an angel of
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tie Lord of hosts, then and only then seek the Torah

from his mouth.* R Simon b. Lakish said : A scholar

must be well versed in all the twenty-four books of the

Bible and be chaste and without blame.2 A. colleague of

both in Sepphoris, E. Eleazar b. Pedath, in describing

Doeg and 'Ahitofel's characters, said: Originallythey were

not observant, and they remained the same even after

having acquired knowledge.3

7. There were some scholars in Sepphoris who studied

the Torah not for its own sake. For E. Benaya of this city

about the year 200 said : The Torah proves a drug giving

life to him who occupies himself with it for its own sake

;

but it is a deadly drug to him who studies it not for its

own sake.4 The same can be inferred as to Tiberias

or 'Usha in the middle of the second century from

E. Meir's strong praise of a man who devotes himself to

study for the sake of the Torah.6 Of theteachers of the

beginning of the third century, E. Alexander said : He
who occupies himself with the Torah for its own sake,

effects peace with the hosts in heaven and also on earth.

E. Johanan adds: He who studies in that way, protects

by this merit the whole world. 6 And the
1

discussion of

the healing and slaying power of the Torah, emphasized

by E. Benaya and continued throughout the whole of

the third century, clearly proves that some scholars were

not actuated by pure motives in taking up the study

of the Torah. So Jehuda, the son of E. Hiyya, said:

God's ways are not like those of man ; man gives to his



fellow a drug which does good to one, hut harm to

another ; but God gave the Torah as a drug of life to

Israel.1 E. Joshua b. Levi expressed the same idea in

a different way : Deut. iv. 44 teaches that the Torah is

a drag of life to him who proves good, but is a deadly-

drug to him who does not prove good. B. Jonathan b.

Eleazar of Sepphoris said t
' The statutes of the Lord are

right, rejoicing the heart ' (Ps. xix 8) means : if the

student proves good, the Torah rejoices him, otherwise

it burns him. E. Simon b. Labish said : If he proves

good, the Torah purifies him for life, otherwise for death. 2

AH this was directed against those who in studying the

Torah did not allow it to permeate their actions. The
inconsistency between their scholarship and practice

forced itself upon the attention of the haters of the

teachers and counteracted the efforts of the rabbis

to win the people for the Torah. "What the purpose

of their study was, it is difficult to state. If it was pure

interest in study and nothing else, it testifies to the great

attraction which the study ofthe Torah exercised even in

Galilee. But it is also possible that it was the ambition

to belong to the ranks ofthe scholars. For an anonymous
rabbi ofthe second century says emphatically : One should

not say, I will learn Bible to be called a scholar, I will

learn Mishna to be called master, and I will study to

become a member of the Beth-din ; but he should learn

for love, and honour wili come in the end.3

It seems that such scholars only attended the lectures

and discussions in the schools, but attached themselves to

no individual scholar for the purpose of acquiring the

practice of religion and culture. For E Simon b. Johai

of the middle of the second century states : More impor-

tant than study is. intercourse (b»ide>) with a teacher, as



we find expressly stated of 'Elisha' that he poured water

upon the hands of Elijah (2 Kings iii. 1 1).
1 And B. Jacob

of the same date said : Also he who has no intercourse

with scholars, will have no share in the future world.2 .

B. Jannai of Sepphoris declared : He who studies Bible

and Mishna and has no intercourse with scholars, is like

a Samaritan.' And E. Jose b. Hanina said : The sword

will come upon those scholars who sit and study sepa-

rately.4 It was, therefore, natural that the rabbis had to

be careful in admitting students. B. Simon b. Eleazar

said: Prov. xxvi. 8 blames him who teaches a wicked

disciple ; he is like him who adds a stone to the heap

of Hermes, he is an idolater.5 And E. Johanan taught

:

The two kinds of trees in Deut. xx. 19 ff. represent worthy

and unworthy scholars ; eat of the first and do not cut it

down, destroy the other and cut it down. E. Hanina b.

Papa in reconciling Isa. xxi. 14, with lv. 1, said. : 'Ho, every

one that thirsteth, go ye to the waters' refers to the

unworthy disciple ; ' bring water to the thirsty ' refers to

the worthy student.8 Whether they succeeded in keep-

ing at a distance these zealous but irreligious disciples,

is not reported ; but we may see in them representatives

of the real Galilean Jews, obviously of the wealthier class,

who were attracted by scholarship, but, owing to the

negative spirit prevailing in Gralilee, differed materially

from the bulk of the students by their lax observance of

the Torah.

' AbolhB. Ifalhan, XXXVI, 55 a. j"n can hardly mean K. 'Akiba after



CHAPTEE V

I. The great poverty of the teachers in Galilee in the

second and third centuries has often been described, and

it is not necessary to array the references here. But we
must mention the very instructive example of Sabbath

observance, which, if carried out according to the pre-

scription ofthe rabbis since Shammai,would have involved

considerable expense, but proved impossible in practice

on account of poverty. A great exertion to honour the

Sabbath by special garments and special meals > was

a characteristic feature of strict Jews, and excited, as

is well known, the taunts of Greek and Roman writers.2

E. Hanina of Sepphoris taught 3
: Two garments are

required, one for every day, the other for the Sabbath,

and this is also meant in Naomi's words in Euth iii. 3.

This statement was directed against people in Sep-

phoris failing to distinguish by special garments the

Sabbath from the weekday, as is implied by the follow-

ing incident. "When E. Simlai, a disciple of E. Hanina,

in his sermon 4 quoted his teacher's rule, the audience

wept, crying out : Master, we possess only one garment

for both the Sabbath and weekdays. He then taught

them to effect at least some change in the garment

in such a case. In another passage scholars of the

second half of the third century and the beginning
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of the fourth complain that people sit without light

on Sabbath night and lack the conveniences of life which

were considered a proper preparation for receiving the

Sabbath.1 The scoffs of the mimes on the stage of the

theatre in Caesarea, reported by E. 'Abahu,2 that the Jews
had no fuel to cook their food for the Sabbath, is very

telling. To earn a living was declared by R. Eleazar

b. Pedath of Sepphoris 3 as great a miracle as Israel's

redemption from Egypt, and earlier, by K. Joshua b.

Levi, a greater miracle than the division of the Bed Sea.

Great scarcity of money prevailed,4 and people were

compelled to reap green stalks of corn for want of food.5

2. Scholars in great poverty continued devoting them-

selves to the study of the Torah, while wealthy men
cared little or nothing for it. This is evident from

a Baraitha which for its peculiar style is worth quoting

:

according to R. Jeremiahyto a bath ; according to R. Johanan, to washing

iii. 17, is utterly con
for the honour of the Sabbath in Sabl., 119 b, and 25 b

to be had, people like

uta is not always to be had, aDd especially as we
have to suffer from t

R. Johanan reports ii

sly dear and people died of sts

want of money, in Ti berlas. He himself had suffered terribly, probably
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God weeps daily over three classes of men : over him

"who could study the Torah and fails to do so, over him
•who cannot study the Torah and yet does so, and over

a Parnas -who behaves haughtily towards the congrega-

tion.1 Most of the students had no means, and only few

-were provided for. Wealthy young men were engaged
in farming or exceptionally in business, and it did not

occur to them to join a school for grown-up students. It

is they whom the quoted Baraitha blames. The same
reproach in the same words was advanced by R. Nehorai

.of Sepphoris in the middle of the second century in his

interpretation of Num. xv. 31 : 'a despiser of the

word of God ' is he who could occupy himself with

the Torah but fails to do so.2 Owing to the hard pres-

sure of poverty enhanced by the persecutions under the

emperor Hadrian, some scholars gave up partially the

study of the Torah. E. Jehuda b. 'Il'ai, who before

the year 135 had been a disciple at the schools of Jamnia
and Xiydda and after the persecutions settled in 'Usha in

Galilee as one of the leading teachers and members
of the central school, stated the essential differences as to

the time and care devoted to the study of the Torah
in the two generations before and after the Hadrianic

persecutions respectively. The former generation made
study their fixed work and business a secondary occu-

pation and they were successful in both. The present

generation make business their fixed work and study

a secondary occupation and they are successful in neither. 3

Accordingly his advice is : He who makes the words of

the Torah his primary task and the worldly life secondary,

will become important in the world to come ; but whoever

makes the words of the Torah secondary to the worldly

1 Ilagiga, 5 b. Note the popular tc

* St/nk., 99a. InSi/reJTum., 113, Hi
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life, Will become of ininor weight in the world to come.1

And therefore he advised his contemporaries to take the

middle course. His friend E. Meir had a more uncom-
promising view on the matter; he taught: Do little

business and occupy thyself in the Torah and be of

humble spirit to every one. If you give up the Torah,

there will come many diversions against you (even in

your business), whereas if you study continually Torah,.

there is great reward for you.2

3. A colleague of E, Jehuda and E. Meir, E. Simon b.

Johai, held that the proper thing ought to be for every-

body to devote all his time to the study of the Torah.

But on account of Israel's neglect in fulfilling the will of

God, we have to do our own agricultural work: ourselves

and even that of others, and this occupies our time

all the year round, and no time is left for study.' Only
the Israelites supplied with manna were able to study

the Torah ; but how can he do it who whilst sitting and-

learning does not know from where he can get food,

drink, linen and clothes 4
? Besides the Israelites pro-

vided with manna, only the descendants of Aaron, the

priests, who receive priestly dues, could study. In fact,

the priests in Galilee were as a rale wealthy,5 and they

were justly expected to add to their birthright some
knowledge of the Torah in its comprehensive sense. Yet
most of them only claimed and received their various

dues, without exhibiting great zeal in joining the rants

of the scholars or the schools. E. Jehuda said with

1 Ateth R. Nathan, XXVIII, 43 b, Bacher, Tannaitm, II, 196, 4.

is reported that Ps. xxsyii. 25, refera to Aa:
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reference to such Aaronites : Every priest who eats his

dues without being a scholar, will be no priest in the mes-

sianic times.1 Andtwo scholars of Sepphoris of the third

century confirm the general impeachment. One of them,

himself a descendant of Aaron, E. Jannai, said : On the

grave of every priest who is no scholar, one may eat

priestly dues< And B. Johanan, interpreting ' Her priests

have violated my law and have profaned mine holy

things ' (Ezeki xxii. 26), said : If a priest is no scholar,

he does not know how to distinguish between holy and

common things.2 Jose of Ma'on near Tiberias of the

third century preached in the synagogue of his place:

God will once call the Aaronites to account and ask them

why they did not devote themselves to the study of the

Torah, since they Were receiving the dues of the priests. 3

And B. Jonathan b.- Eleazar of Sepphoris deduced from

the Bible the prohibition to give priestly dues to an

ignorant priest, and B. Johanan added that he who
gives them to such a man, Causes his death.4

4. Neither the wealthy landowners, nor the descendants

of Aaron with a fair income, devoted, as a rule, their sons

to the study of the Torah ; only poor young men joined

the schools in Galilee. Before the catastrophe in the

year 135, several men of Galilee had studied for years

and up to full manhood in Jamnia and Lydda ; but it is

not reported whether it was their own means which had

enabled them to devote themselves exclusively to study.

Incidentally reference is made to the great poverty of two

very able scholars at the school ofJamnia, Eleazar Hisma
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and Johanan b. Nuri, one a mathematician, the other an
astronomer, and R. Joshua b. Hananya expected the head

of the school, B. Gamaliel, to provide for them.1 Again
we hear ofthe support given to poor students by a wealthy

scholar of priestly descent, B. Tarfon, through the inter-

vention of B. 'Akiba,2 of a collection of money by B.

Eliezer, E. 'Akiba and E. Joshua for the students/ and of

the constant support of the scholars by Theodos, a wealthy

Jew in Borne.4 Some of the young scholars in Judaea

may have been maintained by their parents living in

Galilee who were ready to make sacrifices for the religious

study .of their sons. . The war of bar-Cochba, however,

wrought a terrible change in this, and even the better

situated, deprived by the war of support from home, bad

to give up studying and to look for some kind of living.

Even those who,; in spite ; of these changes, remained

faithful to their study, in many oases required encourage-

ment to persevere. So B Simon b. Johai said to his

disciples : "When you . see that the . Torah is greatly

neglected, keep, to it all the more steadfastly, and you

will receive the reward of all.
5 The teachers did their

utmost to strengthen the wavering, ofwhom there were,

no doubt, not few. E. Joshi'a and E. Matthia were study-

ing together ; when E. Joshi'a decided to turn to business,

B. Matthia told him : "Why do you abandon the words of

the living God and indulge in worldly affairs ? Although

you are my teacher and I am your disciple, I still reproach



a scholarwho abandons the study ofthe Torah.1 R. Simon
b. Gamaliel II, the head ofthe central school in'TJsha,said 2

:

To a scholar who abandons the study of the Torah, Prov.
xxvii: 8 applies :

' Like a bird that wandereth from her
nest, so is a man that wandereth from his place.' An
anonymous scholar brought very strong pressure to bear
upon his disciples by telling them : A scholar who has
studied Mishna and abandons it will have no share in
the world to come, in accordance with Jer. ii. 5 : What
iniquity have your fathers found in me that they are

gone from me ? a All these sayings referred to scholars

of Galilee at large and to the first half of the second
century.

In Sepphoris there was in the second half of the second

century a society called TheHolyCongregation,the learned
members ofwhich divided their time between study ofthe

Torah, prayers and work One of their principles, as the

patriarch E. Jehuda I in Sepphoris reported it, was : Learn
a craft along with the Torah.4 And one of their rules,

quoted by E. Johanan in Sepphoris, was : Make thy Sab-
bath (in food and drink) a weekday and do not depend on
other people.6 The full independence at which they were
aiming, could only be realized by adopting a regular

2 Xohd. rat., i. 15, s ; cf. Sagiga, 9 b, Tos. Magiga, I, 8, where B. Jehuda

in Sepphoris (lbs. Synh., XI, 8:
"

m, II, 85,7 ft".).
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handicraft. On the same grounds the patriarch himself

urged the necessity of a worldly occupation. He said : Of
a man who has no occupation, people speak unfavourably

and ask : "Whence has this man his food ? 2 And before

his times E. Jose b. Halaftha of Sepphoris quoted the

same sentence of E. Gamaliel II, emphasizing the impor-

tance of a handioraft which enables a man to be in all

circumstances free from suspicion.2

5. Yet most of the young scholars who joined the

schools had no occupation ; and even if they had, yet to

earn a living, as E. Jose b. Halaftha of Sepphoris put it,

was twice as difficult as giving birth.3 "Without support

it would have been impossible for those who came from

other places to study. An anonymous statement reports

that B. Meir gave a third of his small income, earned by
copying scrolls of the Torah, to support poor scholars.*

The patriarch E. Jehuda I, who was very w«althy, invited

his disciples, as it seems, frequently to his house.5 But
the means of the scholars would scarcely have been

sufficient to support the teachers and their disciples.

The only possible way out of the difficulty would have

been the offer of the wealthy Jews in Galilee to contribute

to the maintenance of the students. As the demand was
quite new to the people in Galilee, the mere fact of the

starving of the scholars did not suggest to the wealthy

to offer assistance ; it required a elear suggestion from

" Ton. Kiddvsh., I, II. The assembly of the scholars in >Usha discussed

the duty of a father to have his son trained for a handicraft

highwayman.
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the rabbis. In fact, the preachers availed themselves of
their opportunities in the synagogues and explained to

the public not directly, but by way of interpretation of
the Bible, the merit of supporting the scholars. E,
Nehemia of the first half of the second century dealt
with King Saul, whom the daughters of Israel mourned
(2 Sam. i. 24), and interpreted the latter to mean the
members of the Synedrion. Whenever Saul observed
a group, of scholars he gave them to eat and to drink, and
whenever he heard a learned saying from a scholar he
expressed his appreciation.1 It sounds as a suggestion
offered to the patriarch of the time, E. Simon b. Gama-
liel II, to treat the members of the central Beth-din in

this way. But another statement by E. Simon b. Johai
addresses itselfclearly to everybody; he said: The main-
tenance (of scholars) is a great thing, since it brings the
resurrection of the dead before its time. The woman of

Sareptha by feeding Elijah had her son revived ; the
woman ofShunembyfeeding 'Elisha' had her son revived. 51

E. Eliezer b. Jacob said: He who entertains a scholar

in his house as guest and
.
gives him a share of his

wealth, has the same merit as if he brought the daily

sacrifice.3 And an anonymous Baraitha teaches that

2 Kings iv. 42 tells us that he who brings a present to

a scholar has the same merit as he who offers up first-

fruits.4 And later on in Sepphoris we find E. Jehuda J
stating : He who supports the scholars, God guards him
to the thousandth generation.5 And several decades later

his disciple E. Johanan said in a sermon : The prophecies
of salvation in the prophets refer to him who marries his
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into the bag of (i. e. does business for) a scholar, will have

a seat in the heavenly assembly.1 And B. Eleazar b.

Pedath in Sepphoris said:. He who does not give to a

scholar a share in his wealth will never see a sign of

blessing.2 Farthering the business transaction of a

righteous man is as meritorious as observing the ten

commandments.3

6. But, it seems, the people of Sepphoris were little

inclined to support the scholars. E. Hanina of Sepphoris

spoke of the people ' narrow-hearted to scholars ' who will

be punished for it in the future world.4 And his friend

in Sepphoris, JR. Jonathan b. Eleazar, in accounting for

the leprosy of some people by seven kinds of sins, men-
tions narrow-heartedness as the last of them.5 E. Joshua

b. Levi, the friend of both these teachers of Sepphoris,

said : Even the birds recognize the narrow-hearted

;

anybody accepting anything from such a person trans-

gresses a prohibition ; the heifer in Deut. xxi. i had to be
brought only on account of the narrow-hearted.6 Of
course, all the three rabbis had only in mind the mean-
ness of people to scholars. And it must be pointed out

that it is expressly stated of women that they hated

the scholars more than their husbands did.7 In com-
paring St. Jerome's remark that Jewish women in

Palestine at the end of the fourth century, in accordance

with Jewish custom, gave oftheir own means to scholars,8

we have to assume that this was the general attitude

towards the rabbis in Judaea, and probably even in

Galilee in the times of the church-father. It is true,
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the rabbis. In fact, the preachers availed themselves of
their opportunities in the synagogues and explained to

the public not directly, but by way of interpretation of

the Bible, the merit of supporting the scholars. B,
Nehemia of the first half of the second century dealt
with King Saul, whom the daughters of Israel mourned
(2 Sam. i. 24), and interpreted the latter to mean the
members of the Synedrion. Whenever Saul observed
a group of scholars he gave them to eat and to drink,and
whenever he heard a learned saying from a scholar he
expressed his appreciation.1 It sounds as a suggestion
offered to the patriarch of the time, E. Simon b. Gama-
liel II, to treat the members of the central Beth-din in
this way. But another statement by E. Simon b. Johai
addresses itselfclearly to everybody; he said: The main-
tenance (of scholars) is a great thing, since it brings the

resurrection of the dead before its time. The woman of
Sareptha by feeding Elijah had her son revived ; the
woman ofShunembyfeeding 'Elisha' had herson revived.*

E. Eliezer b. Jacob said: He who entertains a scholar

in his house as guest and gives him a share of his

wealth, has the same merit as if he brought the daily

sacrifice.3 And an anonymous Baraitha teaches that

2 Kings iv. 42 tells us that he who brings a present to

a scholar has the same merit as he who offers up first-

fruits. 4 And later on in Sepphoris we find E. Jehuda I

stating : He who supports the scholars, God guards him
to the thousandth generation.6 And several decades later

his disciple E. Johanan said in a sermon : The prophecies

of salvation in the prophets refer to him who marries his

daughter to a scholar, does business for a scholar and
gives him a share of his wealth.6 He who p
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into the bag of (i. e. does business for) a scholar, will have

a seat in the heavenly assembly.1 And E. Eleazar b.

Pedath in Sepphoris said: He who does not give to a

scholar a share in his wealth will never see a sign of

blessing.2 Farthering the business transaction of a

righteous man is as meritorious as observing the ten

commandments.3

6. But, it seems, the people of Sepphoris were little

inclined to support the scholars. E. Hanina of Sepphoris

spoke of the people ' narrow-hearted to scholars ' who will

be punished for it in the future world. 4 And his friend

in Sepphoris, E. Jonathan b. Eleazar, in accounting for

the leprosy of some people by seven kinds of sins, men-
tions narrow-heartedness as the last of them. 5 E. Joshua

b. Levi, the friend of both these teachers of Sepphoris,

said : Even the birds recognize the narrow-hearted

;

anybody accepting anything from such a person trans-

gresses a prohibition ; the heifer in Deut. xxi. 1 had to be

brought only on account of the narrow-hearted.6 Of
course, all the three rabbis had only in mind the mean-
ness of people to scholars. And it must be pointed out

that it is expressly stated of women that they hated

the scholars more than their husbands did.7 In com-

paring St. Jerome's remark that Jewish women in

Palestine at the end of the fourth century, in accordance

with Jewish custom, gave oftheir own means to scholars,8

we have to assume that this was the general attitude

towards the rabbis in Judaea, and probably even in

Galilee in the times of the church-father. It is true,



we find women in Tiberias regularly attending the

lectures of B. Meir in a synagogue of Tiberias on Friday

night 1 about the middle of the second century; and
in Sepphoris an old woman told R. Jose b. Halaftha, the

colleague of E. Meir, that she used to go every morning
to his synagogue. 2 Another regularly visited the syna-

gogue of B. Johanan in the second half of the third

century.3 But these women may have belonged to the

poorer class, whereas the wealthier women in their hatred

against the scholars refused to contribute to the main-

tenance of the students. And sinee the hospitality and
the support expected by the teachers depended largely on
the mistress of the house, the scholars must have felt

their hatred very much.
• 7. To depend on the goodwill of such people must have

been very painful to many of the scholars. Even those

who contributed to the support of the schools gave their

contribution without love or goodwill. A preacher of the

end of the third century in Tiberias, B. Isaac, using

Exod. xxxiii. 8, asa text, put the following words into the

mouths of the Israelites in the wilderness against Moses

:

Look at his thigh, look at his legs, he eats and drinks at

the expense of the Jews ; everything -that he possesses

comes from the Jews.4 Obviously this is taken from the

people's talk in the times of B. Isaac when men abused

their teachers in those terms. Several teachers, there-

fore, from the very beginning of the settlement of the

schools in Galilee, opposed the depending on the hos-

pitality of non-scholars. B. Jehuda b. 'Il'ai said : The

prophet Elijah carried with him on his journeys even

lamps and wicks, in order that he should not trouble

anybody.6 The school of R. Jannai introduced a prayer
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to be said every morning, including the sentence : Let us

iiot depend upon the gift of men and give not our

maintenance into the hands of men ; because what they

give is little, and great is the shame felt on account of it.
l

M. Eleazar b, Pedath in Sepphoris said : How does the

scholar impress the ordinary man ? First he appears to

him as a vessel of gold ; after he has spoken to him, he is

like a vessel of silver ; when he has had any benefit from
him, he appears to him like an earthenware vessel which,

once broken, has no remedy.2 K* Johanan and B. Eleazar

said : As soon as one has to depend on other people's

. assistance, his face changes like a worm.3 Such were

the feelings of the scholars towards the population of

Galilee, caused by the repulsive and forbidding manner
in which everbody and everything connected with the

rabbis were received by the wealthy people of Sepphoris

and the whole of Galilee. The trend of Jewish thought

which the rabbis represented, taught and inculcated, was
clearly foreign to the leaders and the wealthy men
of Galilee, and the scholars had to suffer for the Torah

which they represented.

The main results of these lengthy investigations into

the community of Sepphoris are the following. The Jews

of this city in the second and third centuries were ruled

by a number of wealthy and noble Jews, called for their

power in the Hebrew sources the great ones and heads

;

while, jn their official capacity as representatives of the

Jews before the Soman government, they were called

Parnasim. They were members of the town council

which consisted of Jews and non-Jews, and were as such

responsible for the full collection of regular and extra-

ordinary taxes and impositions. Ofthese heavy burdens,
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due to the Roman system of taxes, they shifted a part on
shoulders too weak to carry them, and made the ordinary
people feel their power and their position. But they
themselves also felt severely the drain of the taxes.

They were also the born judges of the Jews and, in
basing their decisions on some non-rabbinic law or other
and on the consideration of their own interests, were
sometimes guilty of injustice and corruption. By whom
they were appointed is not evident from the reports. In
their private dealings, the wealthy and the land-owning
middle class were charged by the rabbis with violence,

dishonesty and immorality and with promising but not
paying charitable contributions. The leading and the
land-owning class received the great number of scholars

and disciples, who after the war of bar-Coehba settled in
Galilee, with little sympathy. This soon grew into

hatred and contempt, owing to their persistent and justi-

fied criticism of the official and private dealings of the
wealthy part of the population. The latter not only
refused to support the mostly poor scholars and students,

but in return spread all kinds of slander about the
teachers. There were in Sepphoris scholars whose con-
duct afforded a basis for such generalizations and whose
religious practice was not in agreement with their know-
ledge of the Torah. The discussion of all these points

affords a fairly clear insight into the life of all the
sections of the Jewish population in Sepphoris and in

the whole of Galilee in the second and third c<
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